LECTURE SERIES
ALASKA NATIVE SUBSISTENCE

MARCH 2
Film Premiere: Gáax’w ka Haaw (Herring Eggs and Branches) with Mike Miller

MARCH 4
Herring and People of the North Pacific: Sustaining a Foundational and Keystone Species by Thomas Thornton

MARCH 9
Traditional Tlingit Knowledge on Ice-flow Seal Hunting at Disenchantment Bay, Yakutat, Alaska by Judith Daxootsú Ramos

MARCH 11
Significance of Subsistence Sharing by Steve Langdon

MARCH 16
Kake Community Subsistence Harvest and Distribution by Dawn Jackson

MARCH 18
Kuskokwim River Traditional Salmon Fishing: A Religious Practice by Taylor Brelsford

MARCH 23
Subsistence Hunting and Fishing in Alaska Under State and Federal Programs: Similarities, Contrasts, and Demographic Patterns by James A. Fall

MARCH 30
Addressing Complex Resource Conflicts: People, Sea Otters, and Shellfish in Southeast Alaska by Sonia Natalie Ibarra

APRIL 2
Conservation Refugees by Mark Dowie

All lectures will be livestreamed to our YouTube channel at 12 pm AKST. youtube.com/c/sealaskaheritageinstitute
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